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Abstract. In this note, system Posbist reliability theories are improved due to the distribution 
functions of  the lifetime of system components are different. The simulations are given to compare 
Posbist reliability between different typical systems.  

1. Introduction 

With the increasing accuracy and automation of  mechanical equipment, reliability has been a 
very important concept in engineering as well as a primary quality index of guaranteeing stable 
performances. A remarkably successful tool is the  traditional probabilistic reliability method [1] 
which can be used to deal with  uncertainty. In fact,  the lack of sample date is a very common 
occurrence because the complex of mechanical equipment’s structure and the stern working 
condition. And there exist vast subjective information and epistemic uncertainty in initial data.  The 
traditional stochastic method has shown  inadaptability in  solving this problem [2]. 

The integration of possibility theory and reliability model have greater processing advantages for 
large complex system, equipment and parts, which is difficult to acquire the necessary statistics. For 
some parameter without  probability statistic character, Subjective evaluation method have higher 
credibility compared to probability statistics method. Especially, Posbist reliability theory. Posbist 
reliability models have been constructed in [3]. In [4], the authors  remove the requirement of 
irreparable, Posbist reliability models of  repairable system were established. The authors in [5] 
analyzed  system Posbist reliability by considering the system equation as functional equation. 
Based on possibility assumption and binary-state assumption, the Posbist reliability models were 
given in [6,7], which the distribution functions of  the lifetime of system components were assumed 
as the same. To best of our knowledge, there are no results about Posbist reliability models  under 
different distribution function. 

Motivated  by the above mentioned discussion, we discuss the problem of reliability modeling 
and analysis for typical system with multi-components using Posbist reliability theory, which is 
based on possibility assumption and binary-state assumption. In this paper, System Posbist 
reliability models are established, which the distribution functions are different.  The examples are 
given to compare Posbist reliability between different typical systems.  

2. Preliminaries  

Definition 1. (System lifetime) [6] 
Let fuzzy variable X be a real valued function defined on a possibility space ),,( ossPU Φ , i.e. 

),(: +∞−∞=→ RUX , with the membership function ]1,0[: →UXµ , then the lifetime of a system is 
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a nonnegative real-valued fuzzy variable, i.e. ),0(: +∞=→ +RUX , with possibility distribution 
function 

+∈=== RxxXPxx ossXX ),()()( µπ  
Definition 2. (Posbist reliability) [7] 
The Posibist reliability of a system is defined as the possibility that the system performs its 

assigned functions during a predefined exposure period under a given conditions, which is denoted 
as  
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3. Main results 
 

Given a possibility space ),,( ossPU Φ ,the fuzzy variables nXXX ,,, 21 
are said to be mutually 

unrelated, we assume the lifetime of the system ),,2,1( niX i =  as  a symmetrical Gaussian fuzzy 
variable with the following distribution function ( niandhm ii ,,2,10, => )  
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3.1 The Posbist reliablity models of  series system 
We consider a series system consisting of n components, the lifetime of component is 

),,2,1( niX i =  and the lifetime of system is { }nXXXX ,,,min 21 = , we have a assumption that 
hhi = . Without loss of generality, we assume nmmm ≤≤≤ 21 . 

Theorem  1. Given a series system consisting of   n components, the lifetime of system and 
component is ),,2,1( niX i = and { }nXXXX ,,,min 21 = , which are defined in possibility space 

),,( ossPU Φ . Assume that nXXX ,,, 21 

 is mutually unrelated and its continuous possibility 
distribution function )(x

iXµ  is a fuzzy variable with the normality and strictly convex feature. Then 
exist a positive number 1m , the Posbist reliability of the series system consisting of   n components 
can be acquired as 
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3.1 The Posbist reliablity models of  parallel system 

We consider a parallel system consisting of n components, the lifetime of component is  
),,2,1( niX i =  and the lifetime of system is { }nXXXX ,,,max 21 = , under the same  assumption. 

Theorem  2. Given a parallel system consisting of   n components, the lifetime of system and 
component is  ),,2,1( niX i =  and { }nXXXX ,,,max 21 = , which are defined in possibility space 

),,( ossPU Φ . Assume that nXXX ,,, 21 

 is mutually unrelated and its continuous possibility 
distribution function   )(x

iXµ  is a fuzzy variable with the normality and strictly convex feature. 
Then exist a positive number nm ,the Posbist reliability of the parallel system consisting of   
n components can be acquired as 
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3.3 The Posbist reliablity models of  series-parallel system 

We consider a series-parallel system consisting of m series subsystem, and each subsystem is  
parallel system consisting of n  components, which is shown in Fig. 1, the lifetime of component is 

( )mniX i ≤≤1  and  under the same  assumption. 
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Figure 1.  The logic block diagram of a series-parallel system. 
Theorem  3. Given a series-parallel system consisting of  mn   components, the lifetime of system 
and component is  mnXXX ,,, 21   and X , which are defined in possibility space ),,( ossPU Φ . 
Assume that mnXXX ,,, 21   is mutually unrelated and its continuous possibility distribution 
function   )(x

iXµ  is a fuzzy variable with the normality and strictly convex feature. Then exist a 
positive number L , such that the Posbist reliablity models of  series-parallel system can be 
expressed as 
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Where },,,min{ 21 mKKKL = , },,,max{ 21 iniii mmmK = . 

3.4 The Posbist reliablity models of  parallel –series system 

We consider a parallel- series system consisting of m  parallel subsystem, and each subsystem  
is series system consisting of n  components, which is shown in Fig. 2, under the same  assumption. 
 

11X 12X 1nX

21X 22X 2nX

1mX 2mX mnX
 

Figure 2. The logic block diagram of a parallel-series system. 
Theorem 4. Given a parallel-series system consisting of  mn   components, the lifetime of 
component and system is  mnXXX ,,, 21   and X , which are defined in possibility space ),,( ossPU Φ . 
Assume that mnXXX ,,, 21   is mutually unrelated and its continuous possibility distribution 
function   )(x

iXµ  is a fuzzy variable with the normality and strictly convex feature. Then exist a 
positive number Q , such that the Posbist reliablity models of parallel-series system can be expressed 
as 
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Where },,,max{ 21 mPPPQ = , },,,min{ 21 iniii mmmP = . 
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4. Numerical example 

 
Figure.3                                   Figure. 4 

4.1 The comparison of Posbist reliability of a series system and parallel system 
Assume that a series system and parallel system consist of n  components, and the lifetime 

distribution function of components are the same one. According to  Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the 
Posbist reliability of a series system and parallel system are shown in Fig. 3. 
4.2 The comparison of Posbist reliability of a series-parallel system and parallel-series system 

Assume that a series-parallel system and parallel-series system consist of mn  components, and 
the lifetime distribution function of components are the same one. According to  Theorem 3 and 
Theorem 4, the Posbist reliability of a series-parallel system and parallel-series system are shown in 
Fig. 4. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper,  we remove the requirement of the lifetime distribution function must be the same. 
The Posbist reality models of a series system, parallel system, series-parallel system and parallel-
series system are established, which the distribution functions of components are different. Finally, 
numerical examples are given to compare the Posbist reality between different system.  
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